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Challenge 

EVERYONE HAS DIFFERENT OPINIONS ABOUT 
WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN 

 
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO PREDICT WHAT THE 

MARKET WILL DO 
 

How do we create a comprehensive plan 
without knowing what the future holds? 
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How we divide up our land is more 
important than what we do with it. 

Zoning, use changes, bulk limitations 

The size, shape, orientation, legal process of the subdivision 
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• atlanta 

• before zoning	  



We find no difficulty in sustaining restrictions of the kind thus far 
reviewed. The serious question in the case arises over the provisions of 
the ordinance excluding from residential districts apartment houses, 
business houses, retail stores and shops, and other like establishments. 
This question involves the validity of what is really the crux of the more 
recent zoning legislation, namely, the creation and maintenance of 
residential districts, from which business and trade of every sort, 
including hotels and apartment houses, are excluded. Upon that 
question this court has not thus far spoken. The decisions of the state 
courts are numerous and conflicting; but those which broadly sustain 
the power greatly outnumber those which deny it altogether or narrowly 
limit it, and it is very apparent that there is a constantly increasing 
tendency in the direction of the broader view. We shall not attempt to 
review these decisions at length, but content ourselves with citing a few 
as illustrative of all.  



Atlanta in 1864 Atlanta in 1919 (Blue Book Roadmap) 





1864 1964 2004 
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• zoning 

• the 1922 planning commission 
report	  
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• zoning 

• the 1929 ordinance	  









…a zone plan regulating the location of trades…, area of lots, …, 
alignment of buildings near street frontages… 
 
…necessary in the interest of the public health, safety, service, order, 
comfort, convenience, prosperity and general welfare…promote home 
ownership, protect residential sections, prevent congestion, … conserve 
property values, and direct the building of the city in accord with a 
well-considered plan… 





 
public realm 
street line 
established grade 
natural grade 
 
 
 
individual project 
height of a building 
rear yard 
front yard 
side yard 
least dimension 
lot 
 
 

 
use 
family 
dwelling 
apartment house 
 
 
 
process 
non-conforming use 
public notice 
accessory 
 





use  
 
 
 

height 
 
 
 

area 















Use: 
 
•  Office 
•  Studio 
•  Retail trade 
•  Restaurant 

…any uses …provided such use is not noxious or offensive by reason of 
the emission of odor, dust, smoke, gas or noise… 















…on a lot already devoted to a use enumerated in said subdivision; 



























Units Per Acre 
Regulates Number of Occupants 

(traffic, transit ridership) 

FAR  
Regulates Building Mass 

(height, bulk) 









…the least dimension of the side yard shall not be less than on-sixth of 
the height of the building. 





…the alignment of the existing buildings shall be the building line… 
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• zoning 

• the 1954 ordinance	  



people wonder why the world looks the way it does 











streets…a way for vehicular traffic… 
 
marginal access streets…provide access to abutting properties and 
protection from through traffic 







streets…shall be so laid out that their use by through traffic will be 
discouraged 



Insert aerial of non connected streets 





…dedication of half streets shall not be permitted… 
 

…alleys shall not be permitted… 







1949 



1959 



1959 



blocks…the widths and shapes of blocks shall be… 
 
…suitable to the special needs of the type of use contemplated… 
 
…convenient access, circulation, control and safety of street traffic… 



trees…shall be preserved… 
 
…at a minimum distance from the centerline of a street… 







50x150 150x250 



















Units Per Acre 
Regulates Number of Occupants 

(traffic, transit ridership) 

FAR  
Regulates Building Mass 

(height, bulk) 
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